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Abstract 

The Armenian National Institute lists forty-five Armenian genocide 
memorials in the United States and five more in Canada. Nearly all were built 
after 1980, with a significant majority appearing only after 2000. These 
memorials, which represent a considerable investment of time, energy, and 
money on the part of diasporic Armenian communities across the continent, 
followed quite deliberately on the pattern and rhetoric of the public Jewish 
American memorialization of the Holocaust that began in the 1970s. They tend 
to represent the Armenian diasporic story in toto as one of violent persecution, 
genocide, and rehabilitation within a white American immigrant sphere, with 
the purpose of projecting and promoting a fundamentally recognizable story 
about diaspora integration and accomplishment. This article argues that the 
decision publicly to represent the Armenian genocide as parallel to the 
Holocaust served as a mode of assimilation by attaching diaspora histories to 
an alreadyrecognized narrative of European Jewish immigrant survival and 
assimilation, but also by disassociating Armenians from Middle Eastern 
diaspora communities facing considerable public backlash after the Iranian 
hostage crisis of 1980 and again after September 11, 2001. 

 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 
For decades after the Armenian genocide, memorialization of the event 
and its victims remained essentially private among the large Armenian 
diaspora communities in the United States. But in the 1970s and 1980s, 
Armenian Americans began to undertake campaigns to fund and build 
public memorial sites honoring the victims and bringing public 
attention to the genocide. By 2016 the Armenian National Institute had 
recorded forty-five Armenian genocide memorials in the United States 
and five more in Canada, most built since 1980. 

Many of these memorials followed quite deliberately on the 
pattern and rhetoric of the public memorialization of the Holocaust 
that began in the 1970s. In the aftermath of the 1967 Arab-Israeli War 
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and the domestic upheavals of the Civil Rights Movement, American 
Jews actively recast the historical memory of the Holocaust in 
specifically American-inflected terms, creating a particular narrative of 
ethnic victimhood that both reflected and garnered new forms of 
political capital. In the subsequent decades, Armenian Americans—
seeking similar collective recognition as a loyalist ethnic category 
within the American political sphere—made the decision to publicly 
represent the Armenian genocide as a historical parallel to the 
Holocaust. The memorials they constructed therefore represented the 
Armenian diasporic story as one of violent religious persecution and 
eventual rehabilitation within the American sphere, with the purpose 
of projecting and promoting a basically recognizable story about white 
immigrant integration and assimilation. 

By attaching diaspora histories to an already-established, 
American centered narrative of European Jewish immigrant survival 
and success, Armenian American activists hoped to bring attention, 
recognition, and political capital to Armenian American affairs, 
especially in the face of increasingly visible official Turkish denial of 
the genocide. But more fundamentally, such public memorializations 
of the Armenian genocide—spearheaded by diaspora communities 
with an extremely wide variety of family backgrounds, arrival 
histories, and geographical origin points—represented a considered 
reaction to domestic xenophobia. As immigrant communities 
associated (however tangentially) with Islam or the Middle East faced 
extreme public hostility following the Iranian hostage crisis of 1980 and 
again after the terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001, Armenian 
Americans actively sought to dissociate themselves from the Middle 
East and claim an essentially Western and white ethnic identity—an 
argument that Armenian diasporic activists had made since the early 
twentieth century, but that found renewed relevance in an era of 
heightened Islamophobia. Armenian genocide memorials modeled 
after American Holocaust memorialization thus served an essentially 
assimilative purpose, establishing the place of Armenian Americans in 
a long history of persecuted white immigrants finding eventual succor 
and success in the New World. 

 

ARMENIAN DIASPORAS IN NORTH AMERICA: HISTORICAL 
PERSPECTIVES 
The first known Armenian immigrant to the United States enters the 
record very early: “Malcolm the Armenian” apparently settled in 

Jamestown in 1618 or 1619.1 The early nineteenth century had already 
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seen some Armenian settlement in North America, mainly as a 
consequence of the early American missionary presence in the 
Ottoman sphere and these missions’ focus on the empire’s Christian 
communities. Some early American missionaries had tried to 
encourage their most promising students to study in the United States 
and occasionally succeeded, with something on the order of sixty 

Armenian men arriving via their mission connections by 1870.2 Such 

immigration had little statistical impact on either the host country or 
the homeland, but it did indicate two more important phenomena: the 
establishment of a significant relationship between American 
Protestant mission organizations and Armenian communities in 
eastern Anatolia, and the rising phenomenon of Christian migration in 
and out of the Ottoman sphere, especially greater Syria, in the second 

half of the nineteenth century.3 Though their rates of conversion to 

Protestantism were infinitesimal, the educational institutions 
established by American and British Protestant missions targeted and 
benefited Christians—including Armenians—in disproportionate 
numbers. The American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions 
(ABCFM), in particular, established schools for Armenians and Greeks 
in what historian Ryan Gingeras has called the “South Marmura” 
region that substantially increased the social, economic, and political 
distance between Armenian/Greek communities and their Muslim 
neighbors, reduced Christian subjects’ reliance on Ottoman state 
institutions for economic opportunity and social advancement, and 

introduced the concrete possibility of migration to the United States.4 

Economic hardships deriving from the increased absorption of the 
Eastern Mediterranean into a global economy also contributed to 
emigration from greater Syria, especially the Mount Lebanon region, to 
the United States and Europe in search of work—a phenomenon that 
expanded regional awareness of labor migration and created an 
industry of middlemen to negotiate the logistical and bureaucratic 

details of such journeys.5 Migration to the Americas had become one 

imaginable response to economic hardship or political unrest in the 
Ottoman sphere. 

In the late nineteenth century, these factors combined with 
increasing unrest in eastern Anatolia and the Russian/Ottoman 
borderlands to create a substantial wave of Armenian migration to the 
United States. In a belated postscript to an already well-established 
story of waves of ethnic cleansing and refugee flight (both Muslim and 

Christian) in and out of the erstwhile Ottoman Balkan territories,6 the 

Hamidian government began to engage in violent campaigns against 
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Armenian communities as a mode of discouraging Armenian 

separatist campaigns and collusion with Russian interests.7 In 1894, 

Armenian-Kurdish conflict in the region around Sasun afforded the 
Ottoman government the opportunity for violent intervention, 
intended to terrify the Armenian population into submission while also 
reaffirming local Kurdish loyalty to the Ottoman state. The massacres 
of Armenians that unfolded over the next three years killed somewhere 
between 80,000 and 300,000 people and forced more to submit to 

conversion.8 As historian Selim Deringil has put it, following these 

years of extreme violence “there is no doubt that the majority of the 

Ottoman Armenians in Anatolia lived in a state of terror.”9 Now, the 

longstanding Armenian relationship with local American missions 
began to translate into active migration patterns. In the mid-1890s the 
United States was accepting 2,500 Armenian immigrants each year; by 
1900 somewhere on the order of 15,000 Armenians had settled within 
its borders, alongside another 2,500 coming from Russian Armenian 
territory. 

Such migration increased in the early years of the twentieth 
century. Further massacres in 1904 and again in 1909 added to the sense 
of threat, and the extreme violence, often along ethnic lines, of the 
Balkan Wars of 1912–1913 raised the specter of Turkish nationalist 
violence against the empire’s Christian populations and stoked 

Armenian fears.10 Economic uncertainty stemmed from the state’s 

military difficulties and the political turmoil following the 

constitutional revolution and counterrevolution of 1908 and 1909.11 

Legal migration out of Ottoman territory also became easier following 

the Young Turk assumption of power.12 All this had the effect of 

substantially increasing emigration; by 1914, Armenian numbers in the 
United States and Canada had reached approximately 67,000. 

During the First World War, the situation of Armenians within 
the Ottoman Empire went from difficult to desperate as Ottoman 
authorities began their murderous deportations. Scholars have 
variously estimated that between 600,000 and 1.5 million Ottoman 

Armenians perished in the genocide of 1915–1916.13 Many of those who 

survived the death marches were still in refugee encampments across 
greater Syria by the mid-1920s; others remained in Cilicia; some were 
in Soviet Armenia; still others had left for Europe, especially France, 
where a major Armenian community was located in Marseille. The 
destitution of many of the survivors meant that post-genocide 
Armenian migration to the United States was quite limited; an 
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additional 23,000 Armenians came to the United States and Canada 
during the decade following the genocide, bringing the total number 
of Armenians in North America to about 100,000 before the American 
government essentially ended immigration from eastern Europe and 

the Middle East with the adoption of the Immigration Act of 1924.14 

The so-called “National Origins Formula” enshrined in this act 
introduced a quota system intended to ensure the maintenance of an 
earlier ethnic makeup of the country and sharply restricted Jewish and 
Armenian immigration from eastern and central Europe and the 

Middle East.15 Secretary of State Charles Evans Hughes, despite his 

earlier support for Armenian causes during the First World War, now 
explicitly targeted Armenians as undesirables: “Our restriction on 
immigration should be so rigid that it would be impossible for most of 
these people to enter the United States. Reference is especially made to 
Armenians, Jews, Persians, and Russians, all of which have been so 
driven hither and thither that they cannot be regarded as desirable 

populations for any country.”16 

Although a few thousand Armenians were admitted to the 
United States after the Second World War under the protection of the 
Displaced Persons Act (1948), and another 8,500 arrived in the 1950s as 
refugees from the 1948 war for Palestine, migration did not resume in 
large numbers until the Immigration Act of 1965 lifted the racialized 

restrictions on entrance that had been in place for forty years.17 At this 

point immigration exploded again, driven less by circumstances 
specific to Armenian communities than by general political turmoil 
across the Middle East: the 1967 Arab-Israeli War, civil war in Lebanon, 
the 1979 Iranian Revolution, and various military coups in Turkey. 
Tens of thousands of Armenians from Lebanon, Syria, Iran, and Turkey 
arrived in the United States, supported by an already-extant diasporic 
network; tens of thousands more began arriving from Soviet Armenia 

in the 1970s and 1980s as exit restrictions were lifted.18 By the late 1980s 

it was estimated that there were between 600,000 and 800,000 
Armenian Americans living in the United States, including many 

recent arrivals.19 

 

ARMENIAN AND JEWISH “WHITENESS”  
From an early date some of these Armenian Americans were interested 
in emulating the model of American Jewish assimilation as they sought 
political and cultural acceptance within their new milieu. From the 
early twentieth century, many American Jewish intellectuals and 
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activists reluctant to be identified (as African Americans were) as a 
racial category began to propose theories of ethnic difference that 
simultaneously assumed Jewish whiteness, Americanness, and 

cultural distinctiveness.20 Even as leading political figures including 

Woodrow Wilson and Theodore Roosevelt spoke in derogatory terms 
about “hyphenated Americans,” such activists sought to reinvent 
precisely such plural identities as what one scholar has called “the 

distinctive mark of being American”21—an approach that Armenian 

Americans would find extremely useful as they charted their own 

course in an often xenophobic political atmosphere.22 

In the increasingly hostile environment for immigrants 
following the First World War, Armenian American diaspora activists 
in the United States repeatedly sought to claim membership in the 
project of Western “civilization” by disassociating themselves from the 
old Ottoman sphere and, sometimes, drawing connections between the 

historical experiences (and national rights) of Armenians and Jews.23 

As early as 1919, an Armenian American lawyer in New York named 
Vahan Cardashian founded a new organization called the American 
Committee for the Independence of Armenia to advocate for an 
independent Armenian “homeland,” overseen by an American 

mandate.24 Cardashian’s co-founder, a former ambassador to Germany 

named James Gerard, argued for Armenian nationalism in terms that 
precisely recalled Herzl’s declaration two decades earlier that Zionists 
in Palestine would represent “part of a wall of defense for Europe in 

Asia, and outpost of civilization against barbarism”25: 

 

The Armenian, an Alpine Aryan like the Swiss, North Italian, 
and most Greeks, since his emigration to Asia Minor over 3,000 
years ago, has been a stumbling block in the way of Asiatic 
invaders toward the West and has kept aflame in the New East 
the light of Western civilization and Christianity amidst 
hardships that would have ground to the dust a weaker nation. 
. . . If we take the Armenian mandate, Armenia will become the 
outpost of American civilization in the East. 

. . . [if not], we shall have thus lost a great opportunity for  the 

propagation of Anglo-Saxon civilization in the Near East.26 

 

Such language, emphasizing Armenian (alongside Jewish) 
belonging in a project of Western “civilization,” became fundamental 
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to the diasporic memorialization of a lost Armenian homeland during 
these years of intense hostility to immigrants in the United States. For 
decades Armenian American activists continued to present the Treaty 
of Lausanne, which suspended the earlier proposal for an independent 
Armenian state in favor of Turkish claims, as a victory for savagery 
over civilization—as the Armenian Mirror-Spectator put it in 1945, “The 
Armenian people with their heroic service to the allies during two 
world wars, their heroic record in the struggles for the preservation of 
Christianity and Western civilization against the predatory and 
barbaric Turks, have long earned the admiration of the entire civilized 

world and have a just Cause.”27 Private sources reflected the same 

influences; as one diasporic memoir put it, “Had the Treaty of Sevres 
[with its promise of an independent Armenia] passed, it would have 
said: The civilized world cares about the most ancient Christian nation 
of the Near East. . . . We were left to the perverted barbarism of the 

Turks.”28 

Language like this, with its assertion of Armenian belonging in 
the “civilized” Western and American sphere, had clear resonances 
with contemporaneous Zionist claims about Jewish modernity, 

progress, and civilization vis-a-vis the Muslim world.29 It also, of 

course, attached the idea of civilization to the American legal concept 
of whiteness. By 1925, when the United States vs. Cartozian case formally 
decided the question of whether Armenians could be considered white, 
the relevance of the Jewish comparison was well established: the chief 
attorney for defendant Tatos Cartozian prepared an expert witness to 
publicly state the case for Jewish whiteness as support for similar 

Armenian claims.30 

 

THE HOLOCAUST MODEL: MEMORIALIZATION AND 
AMERICANIZATION 
Genocide memorials were not an obvious mode of claiming public 
space or dictating diaspora narratives for either the Armenian or the 
Jewish communities of North America. For more than two decades 
after the Holocaust there was very little public acknowledgment or 
discussion, from any quarter of American life, of the Nazi genocide and 
its Jewish victims. As many scholars have pointed out, American Jews 
in positions of authority or leadership during the war frequently 
understated Jewish suffering under the Nazi regime, for fear of 
provoking anti-Semitic reactions in the United States or inviting 

reluctance around the American contribution to the war effort.31 After 
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the war things remained much the same. There was relatively little 

scholarship about the Holocaust in the 1950s and 1960s;32 depictions of 

Nazi crimes tended to depict Jews as one group of victims among 
others; and political conversations about mass atrocity in the context of 
the war tended to revolve not around Germany but around 

Hiroshima.33 As late as the mid-1960s, the language of victimhood, 

survival, and remembrance that would become such a central feature 
of Holocaust memorialization would have seemed quite foreign to 
most American Jews—and perhaps also dangerous to their interests. In 
the political context of the Cold War, in which West Germany had 
emerged as an important American ally against the Soviet Union, a too 
active consciousness of the recent German past could represent an 

impediment to the pursuit of American interests.34 

The question of why the Holocaust rather suddenly emerged as 
an enormously central aspect of American historical consciousness in 
the late 1960s and 1970s remains a contentious one among scholars. In 
1999 the influential historian Peter Novick advanced the argument that 
while there were some early influences moving the Holocaust into a 
more central position in American historical political discourse (for 
instance, the Eichmann trial in 1961–1962 and the public arguments 
surrounding Hannah Arendt’s interpretations of it), the main impetus 
for the Holocaust’s  sudden prominence was Israel’s stunning military 
victory over the combined armies of Egypt, Syria, and Jordan in 1967—
an outcome that, in the words of one of Novick’s reviewers, 
“transformed Israel in the life of American Jews from a country about 
whose fate many of them cared into a country about whose survival 

they were obsessed.”35 Novick suggested that in the aftermath of the 

1967 war, both Jews and non-Jews saw in Israel a potential military ally 
and a bulwark for American interests in the Middle East. Many also 
viewed Israel’s victory as an erasure of longstanding tropes of Jewish 
weakness; as the literary critic Alan Mintz has pointed out, it offered 
American Jews a kind of “vicarious romantic fulfillment in the 
courageous image of the Israeli citizen soldier farmer. . . that could be 

enjoyed with little risk or sacrifice.”36 At the same time, increased levels 

of Jewish assimilation into mainstream American life, measured 
particularly by rates of intermarriage and a decline in religious 
observation, caused concern within the American Jewish establishment 
about the diminution of American Jewish distinctiveness—a 
consequence, ironically, of a decline in anti-Semitism as well as Jewish 
immigration. At this point, many American Jewish leaders began to 
advocate for a renewed communal consciousness anchored by a 
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memory of the Holocaust as a mode both of supporting Israel and of 

resisting total Jewish assimilation into American life.37 This communal 

narrative served American Jews effectively, Novick argued, partly 
because of the emergence of a “culture of victimization” in the 1970s 
United States in which claims of victim status became foundational to 

identity politics among many American minority communities.38 

Beginning in the late 1960s, a number of memorial and museum 
projects began to emerge that claimed public space for a specific kind 
of memorialization of the Holocaust in North America. Unlike other 
sites of Holocaust memorials in Germany, Israel, and elsewhere, 
Holocaust memorialization in the United States tended to focus around 
issues of identity politics that reflected the particular anxieties of the 
American Jewish diaspora within a new and broader domestic ethnic 
consciousness. With the rise of the civil rights and Black Power 
movements, white communities in the United States sought to 
maintain their political primacy through what historian Matthew 
Jacobson has called a “white ethnic revival”—a celebration of 
narratives of white immigrant travails eventually leading to a well-

deserved prosperity in the New World.39 In this context, public 

narration of the Holocaust—far from marking Jewish immigrant 
difference—could actually serve an assimilative purpose, placing 
American Jews alongside other white groups claiming political power 
via a narrative of immigrant hardship and eventual earned success. 
(Jacobson makes the crucial point that this tactic was explicitly 
intended to challenge black political claims to power and belonging: 
“The pervasive conceit of the nation of immigrants, as [Martin Luther] 
King recognized, blunted the charges of the Civil Rights and Black 
Power movements and eased the conscience of a nation that had just 
barely begun to reckon with the harshest contours of its history forged 

in white supremacism.”)40 

It was in this context that claims of the Holocaust’s 
“uniqueness,” alongside a general exclusion of other, non-Jewish 
victims of the Nazis and a broad rejection of comparisons with other 
historical moments of exterminatory violence, rose to a new level of 
prominence in the American discussion and memorialization of Nazi 
crimes. Thus in 1978, when President Jimmy Carter formally appointed 
a commission to put together a plan for an American national 
Holocaust memorial (announced on Israel’s thirtieth anniversary, 
highlighting the connection between Israel’s new strategic importance 
for the United States and a heightened American consciousness of the 
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Holocaust), he inadvertently opened up a decade-long fight over the 
extent to which non-Jews could be memorialized as victims and 
whether the Holocaust might legitimately be analyzed alongside other 

instances of genocidal violence.41 The eventual emergence at the 

museum of a dramatically decontextualized and narrowed narrative of 
ethnic prejudice leading to inhumanity represented a radical 
“Americanization” of the Holocaust. Its presentation of events 
valorized an American-style “tolerance” of (white) ethnic 
identifications as an antidote to exterminatory violence; emphasized 
the American rescue of Jewish survivors; and firmly insisted on the 
special place of European Jewish victims of the Holocaust in global 
histories of mass atrocity—all emphases that many scholars viewed as 

ahistorical at best and actively misleading at worst,42 but that 

nevertheless now became consistent themes in Holocaust memorials 

and museums across North America.43 

 

EARLY ARMENIAN GENOCIDE MEMORIALS, 1968–2000  
It was precisely this type of Americanized narrative of genocide that 
the Armenian diaspora sought to reproduce in its own campaign for 
memorialization: one that emphasized a clearly differentiated white 
ethnic identity, while also highlighting the role of the United States as 
a space of succor and solace. Ironically, of course, this imitation of 
American Jewish ethnic politics had the effect of challenging one of the 
basic tenets of this kind of Holocaust memorialization: its supposed 
uniqueness. Some Armenian American scholars and public figures 
tried to get around this problem by representing the Armenian 
genocide as explicitly prefiguring and reflecting the specifics of the 
Holocaust, thus claiming special status for the Armenian and Jewish 
genocides together without extending that status to other mass 

atrocities.44 

Prior to the 1960s, memorials to victims of the genocide tended 
to be small, private carvings or displays in Armenian churches, often 
emphasizing the idea of Christian suffering at the hands of Muslim 
Turks. Such a portrayal now began to meld with a different depiction 
of ethnic suffering drawn from the new politics of the white ethnic 
revival and the simultaneous rethinking of Holocaust memorialization. 
The first major Armenian genocide memorial in North America, the 
Armenian Genocide Martyrs Monument in Montebello, California, 
was completed in 1968 with financial backing from the substantial 

Armenian diaspora community in the greater Los Angeles area.45 As 
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an idea it originated with a march in 1965 to commemorate the fiftieth 
anniversary of the genocide, after which community leaders raised 
$125,000 to build a memorial to its “martyrs.” The memorial, an open-
air sculpture located in a park, consisted of an eight-sided columnar 
structure seventy-five feet high, intended to recall the cone-shaped 

steeple of many Armenian churches.46 The inscription on the plaque 

read, “Armenian  Martyrs Memorial Monument: This Monument 
erected by Americans of Armenian descent, is dedicated to the 
1,500,000 Armenian victims of the Genocide perpetrated by the Turkish 
Government, 1915–1921, and to men of all nations who have fallen 

victim to crimes against humanity.”47 This first genocide memorial, 

then, gestured at the specific type of Holocaust memorialization just 
beginning to be articulated in the American Jewish context, particularly 
in its public assignment of responsibility to the “Turkish Government” 
and its description of the diaspora community as “Americans of 
Armenian descent.” But other aspects of the language suggested a 
somewhat different and less derivative type of memorialization: the 
use of the term “martyr,” in particular, derived not from the 
comparison with the Holocaust but from Ottoman-era language 
describing mass atrocities and from a long-standing Armenian 

Orthodox church discourse.48 The reference to other victims of “crimes 

against humanity” likewise indicated an inclusion of the Armenian 
genocide within a broader category of such mass killings, a position 
from which later Armenian genocide memorials would move away. 
The same year in Fresno, California, a plaque was erected in the 
Armenian Ararat Cemetery that featured a similar mix of older and 
emerging attitudes towards representing the genocide. It housed the 
remains of an Armenian killed in the Syrian desert during the 
deportations, brought to the United States in 1930 by an Armenian 
priest, with a plaque reading “Here lie the remains of an unknown 
Armenian martyred by the Turks with million and a half others 1915–

1918 [sic].”49 Here again, an older language of martyrdom was visible 

within a new ethnically inflected language of public memorialization. 

The idea of Armenian genocide memorials took on a new life 
after 1980, with at least twenty new memorials built across the United 
States between 1980 and 2001. These tended to explicitly reference the 
Turkish government as the executor of the genocide and often gave a 
number of dead (most often the figure of one and a half million victims, 
though one such memorial cited two million). Many, though not all, 
abandoned the word “martyr” in favor of a language of survivorship, 
memorialization, and nationhood. A memorial in Providence, Rhode 
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Island, built in 1995, struck precisely this tone, reading “A tribute to 
our forefathers who searched for freedom and human dignity/ 
Heritage culture tradition/  Wherever Armenian is spoken or written 
Armenia lives.” Many also explicitly highlighted the “Turks” or the 
“Turkish government” as the perpetrator of the genocide, dedicating 
monuments “in Remembrance of the  Armenian  Genocide. . . Where 
1,500,000 Innocent Armenians were Massacred by the Ottoman Turks” 
(in Hackensack, New Jersey, 1990); “the victims of the Armenian 
Genocide of 1915 committed by the Ottoman Turkish government” 
(Binghamton, New York, 2001); or “in memory of the 2 million 
Christian Armenians massacred by the Turks” (Emerson, New Jersey, 
late 1960s). In 1998 the local Armenian American community 
organization bought the Mount Davidson Cross in San Francisco and 
turned it into a genocide memorial with an inscribed plaque reading, 
“If evil of this magnitude can be ignored, if our own children forget 

then we deserve oblivion and earn the world’s scorn.”50 A narrative 

about the genocide intended for public American consumption was 
beginning to crystallize—though it continued to operate alongside 
church-derived narratives about Christian martyrdom, an approach 
that reached an apotheosis in 2015 with the Armenian Apostolic 
Church’s controversial mass canonization of all the victims of the 

Armenian genocide.51 

The question of why this new narrative about the genocide 
began to emerge precisely at this stage can be answered only 
tentatively, but three possible answers present themselves. One is that 
the Holocaust’s movement towards the center of American life and 
historical memory offered an evidently successful new model for 
emphasizing Armenian belonging and assimilation into whiteness. 
Armenian American communities had long sought and sometimes 
received such privilege, as when the Cartozian ruling of 1925 assured 
their exemption from the Asian Exclusion Act on the basis of their 
identity as the “first Christian nation” and their frequent marriages into 

white communities.52 These new forms of genocide memorialization 

offered another opportunity for such access to the privileges of political 
belonging; they rested, as Paul Williams has put it, on “the 
entrenchment and naturalization of the phenomenon known as 

‘identity politics.’”53 Armenian genocide memorials in the United State 

sought to solidify a sense of ethnic affiliation, both to ensure continued 
community coherence and to claim a specifically American immigrant 

history—what one sociologist has called a “sidestream” identity54—
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that might lead to the successful assimilation into whiteness they saw 

in American Jewish communities.55 

Second, the period after 1979 saw a tremendous rise in hostility 
throughout the United States to immigrants from the Middle East, a 
consequence of the 1979 Iranian Revolution and the hostage crisis of 
the following year. The intensive news focus on the hostages gave rise 
to a new explanatory device about violence in the Middle East: 
“militant Islam,” contrasted with a newly religion-laden vision of 
American national identity as essentially Christian and a rising 

evangelical wing of the Republican party.56 Middle Eastern diaspora 

communities in the United States had of course experienced 
discrimination before, but their immigration narratives did not differ 

fundamentally from those of other migrants.57 Armenian immigrants, 

in particular, encountered little in the way of outright hostility; as one 
scholar of diaspora has noted, Armenians had to face little worse than 
“blankness or at the very least decided vagueness as to their origins or 

ethnic identity.”58 But in the post-1979 period, Islam was treated in 

newly hostile fashion in the American media and street protests and 
demonstrations against Iranian and, by extension, other Middle 
Eastern immigrants became a common phenomenon, at the same 
moment that a new wave of Armenian immigrants entered the United 
States from Lebanon and Iran (some, of course, fleeing the Iranian 
Revolution). Instances of racial violence against Armenian American 
communities became more common in this period; a Los Angeles 
commission tracking hate crimes noted a surge in anti-Armenian 
activity in the late 1980s, with a number of white supremacist crimes 
against Armenians recorded in other communities across the state as 

well.59 In one California high school, 48 percent of American-born 

Armenian American boys reported having experienced some form of 

racial discrimination.60 Particularly for Armenian Americans whose 

families had arrived in the last two decades from Lebanon, Iran, Syria, 
or Afghanistan, the question of asserting their distance from the 

Muslim world became critical.61 In this new atmosphere, Armenian 

Americans became anxious to differentiate themselves from other 
Middle Eastern immigrants and, especially, once again to emphasize 
their Christianity and their long-claimed “white” ethnic identity. 
Genocide memorials served precisely this purpose by publicly 
reminding American audiences of the Christian origins of the 
community and its victimhood at the hands of Muslims. 
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Finally, of course, this public memorialization emerged in the 
context of an increasingly visible denialism emanating from the 

Turkish government.62 During the 1970s and 1980s Cold War 

alignments strengthened the relationship between the United States 
and Turkey, which a series of American administrations viewed as a 
valuable political, economic, and military partner in the global power 

struggle against the Soviet Union.63 The strength of this relationship 

meant that as Armenian Americans began to press for public 
recognition of the genocide they faced resistance not only from the 
Turkish state but from their own government, which remained 
reluctant to raise issues that might strain the valuable Turkish-
American strategic relationship. In this context an attachment to an 
already-established Holocaust model of genocide memorialization—
and an already-extant discussion of the perils of denialism—seemed an 
appropriate and potentially effective mode of pressing for recognition 

within the American context.64 A few Armenian writers like Vartges 

Saroyan even explicitly suggested the use of the Holocaust restitution 

movement as a model for reclaiming lost Armenian property.65 

Armenian Americans, though, remained divided over 
approaches to memorializing the genocide and establishing an 
American ethnic identity. From the 1920s onward, a major divide 
emerged in the community between Dashnak (also Tashnag, 
sometimes referred to as the Armenian Revolutionary Federation, or 
ARF) and non-Dashnak affiliated groups. In the main, these were 
differentiated by a vocal condemnation of Soviet and Bolshevik rule 
over Armenian territory on the part of the Dashnaks, and a Ramgavar, 
Hunchak, and Armenian Progressive League alliance marked by a 
willingness to work with the Soviet authorities towards some 
recognition of Armenian national rights, approaches formalized by 

both coalitions at their respective meetings in Boston in 1922.66 The 

disagreements that played out between these factions intensified 
during WWII and the early years of the Cold War, when they took on 
new relevance due to rising American hostility to the Soviet Union; 
some anti-Dashnak writers, notably the journalist Avedis Derounian, 
went so far as to accuse the Dashnak party of collaboration with the 

Nazis.67 The Armenian press in the postwar years was consumed once 

again with the question of the territorial expansion of Armenia and 
with the question of the possible immigration of Armenians in postwar 
“DP” (displaced persons) camps to the United States, a cause that not 
all Armenian Americans supported (and an issue that paralleled 
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similar conversations about the larger-scale question of Jewish DP 

immigration).68 Intergenerational conflict emerged as well, particularly 

as second- and third- generation Armenian Americans emerged who 

identified less strongly with their Armenian background.69 

By the 1980s, divisions had also emerged over the presentation 
of the Armenian genocide as a parallel to the Holocaust. The two main 
Armenian lobbying groups in the United States—the Armenian 
National Committee of America, a descendant of the pro-Dashnak 
ACIA, and the Armenian Assembly of America, an anti-ARF coalition 
founded in 1972—took different approaches to the question of relations 
with Jewish organizations and the state of Israel, with ANCA taking an 
aggressively critical position on Israel’s relations with Turkey and its 

reluctance to recognize the Armenian genocide.70 Individual Armenian 

American activists from both factions, though, sometimes displayed a 
reluctance to draw this particular comparison on the grounds of 
friendship or shared interests with Jewish organizations in the United 
States—as, for instance, when members of both lobbying organizations 
were condemned for the weak language in an agreement they reached 

with the Anti-Defamation League.71 At other moments Armenian 

Americans actively sought the comparison, as when the Armenian 
American writer Peter Balakian appeared on the CBS show 60 Minutes 
in 2010 to declare Dayr Zor “the Armenian equivalent of Auschwitz” 
and depict the murder of Armenians in smoke-filled caves as 

“primitive gas chambers.”72 Even as divided Armenian American 

activists wavered over making use of the Holocaust as a specific point 
of comparison with the Armenian genocide, they were often active in 
pressing Jewish organizations to offer some form of 
acknowledgement—as, for instance, in a protest against the selection 
of lstanbul as the site for a Holocaust education conference in 2000 and 
ongoing conversations with Jewish American groups about the 

question of genocide recognition.73 

 

POST–2001 GENOCIDE MEMORIALS  
The assimilative purpose of genocide memorials became even clearer 
in the aftermath of the September 11, 2001 terrorist attacks on the World 
Trade Center and the Pentagon. As is well known, Middle Eastern 
diasporic communities of all backgrounds—including non-Muslims 
and non-Arabs—became targets for public anger in the aftermath of the 

attacks.74 Armenian Americans had particular reason, in this newly 

hostile atmosphere, to differentiate themselves as clearly and publicly 
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as possible from Muslim Middle Eastern diaspora communities. 
Consequently, the many genocide memorials Armenian American 
communities erected after 2001 tended to focus further on the diaspora 
experience and emphasize Americanized narratives of survivorship, 
opportunity, and assimilation. 

One of the first Armenian genocide memorials unveiled after 
2001 made this connection explicit: an Armenian church in Scottsdale, 
Arizona, erected a monument dedicated simultaneously to “the victims 

of the 9-11 tragedy and the Armenian martyrs of April 24, 1915.”75 A 

number of others offered information about Armenian genocide 
survivors who constituted founding members of the Armenian 
American community in particular spaces. A memorial in Portland, 
Maine, dedicated in 2003, bore an inscription reading “This memorial 
is dedicated to the survivors of the Armenian Genocide, 1915–1923, 
who settled in Bayside. By the early twentieth century over 250 
Armenian families lived in Portland where they established businesses 
and a vibrant social life.” Another, built in Troy, New York, in 2012, 
noted, “The Heritage Monument is an expression  of gratitude to the 
citizens of Troy, New York for welcoming our parents and 
grandparents, making it possible for them to live, work, prosper and 
raise their families in peace.” A Twin Falls memorial built in 2014 read, 
“In memory of the Armenian genocide and the contribution that the 
American Armenians have made to our community.” In Las Vegas, a 
2015 memorial declared that “The Las Vegas Valley has offered hope 
and opportunity to those seeking to begin new lives. . . a gift to the 
people of southern Nevada from the Armenian-American 
community.” The Armenian Heritage Park opened in Boston in 2012 
likewise laid stress on the narrative of diaspora opportunity: “Boston 
and the Commonwealth of Massachusetts have offered hope and 
refuge for immigrants seeking to begin new lives. The park is a gift to 
the people of the Commonwealth and the City of Boston from the 
Armenian American community of Massachusetts . . . . in honor of the 
one and one half million victims of the Armenian Genocide of 1915–
1923. May it stand in remembrance of all genocides that have followed, 
and celebrate the diversity of the communities that have re-formed in 
the safety of these shores.” 

This reflected another theme of these post-2001 memorials, a 
tendency to explicitly place the Armenian genocide alongside other 
instances of mass violence and widen the comparison beyond the 
Holocaust. A second Armenian genocide memorial in Scottsdale, 
opened in 2015 on the Scottsdale Community College campus, was 
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inscribed with a forget-me-not flower and the words “Not On Our 
Watch”—intended, as the local paper reported, to “acknowledge 
victims of other holocausts as well as the need to prevent future 
genocides.” It further noted that in a striking expansion of the 
Americanization of the genocide narrative, “Because it will also 
technically stand on Salt River Pima-Maricopa Indian Community 
tribal land, the monument also incorporates numerous Native 

American symbols.”76 Another press source reported further specifics: 

“Traditional Armenian and Native American elements used as 
iconography include symbols for eternity; the 4 corners of the earth; the 
elements earth, fire, water and air; and five continents where genocide 

has occurred.”77 Here a history of ethnic persecution was deployed as 

a mode of assimilation, placing Armenian Americans alongside a 
number of other American ethnic communities—including non-
whites—in a shared experience of violent oppression. This may 
represent another generational shift, from those for whom immigrant 
whiteness represented the definitive form of American assimilation to 
a new generation for whom the Civil Rights Movement has become the 

central paradigm for American social justice.78 

After 2001, then, many Armenian American communities 
continued to make use of Holocaust models for the public 
memorialization of the Armenian genocide, particularly with regard to 
the depiction of the United States as a space of refuge and “tolerance” 
for persecuted minorities. And just as Holocaust memorialization had 
created the idea of a Judeo-Christian cultural character fundamental to 
American national identity, Armenian genocide memorials likewise 
continued to emphasize their community’s civilizational belonging via 
Christianity and advertise a cultural and political distance from 
Turkish and other Middle Eastern Muslim communities. But some of 
the newest memorials suggest a move away from a singular 
comparison with the Holocaust toward a placement of the Armenian 
genocide within a broader and more comprehensive history of ethnic 
persecution and mass violence—a reflection, perhaps, of the rising 
academic fortunes of the field of comparative genocide and a 
concomitant public awareness of using the genocide label to describe 

historical atrocities beyond Europe.79 The explosion of memorial sites 

for the Armenian genocide with this more inclusive understanding of 
genocide and ethnic violence also suggests a renewed commitment to 
the phenomenon identified by the museum scholar Paul Williams 
“wherein members of ethnic groups increasingly claim the memory of 

suffering as a sacred asset”80—in this case, an asset that can be put 
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towards the cause of assimilation and belonging within a subset of 
recognizably loyalist “hyphenated” American citizens and encourage 
pressure on the Turkish government to acknowledge Armenian 
narratives. 

 

CONCLUSIONS 
The proliferation of Armenian genocide memorials after 1980 and 
especially after 2001 reflected a decision on the part of Armenian 
American communities across the country to narrate a story of 
immigration, assimilation, ethnic coherence, and national loyalty in 
clearly recognizable terms. The kind of Americanized public 
memorials of the Holocaust that emerged in the 1970s and 1980s, with 
their emphasis on the redemptive qualities of ethnic continuity within 
a pluralistic and tolerant American body politic, offered a clear path for 
Armenian Americans to stake their own claim to precisely the same 
kind of white “model minority” status that they had watched American 
Jewish communities construct—a status that seemed especially 
desirable in a political atmosphere of intense hostility to immigrant 
populations from the Middle East. 

In the last few years, though, a few Armenian genocide 
memorials have moved away from simply paralleling Holocaust 
memorialization, instead presenting the genocide in the context of a 
modern history of global mass violence and placing Armenians 
alongside victims of other holocausts. This represents a fairly radical 
shift in its association of Armenian ethnic identity with the historical 
experiences of non-white, non-Christian ethnic groups; and it also 
reflects the impact of scholarly challenges mounted over the past 
twenty years to the idea of the “uniqueness” of the Holocaust. It 
remains to be seen whether the evolving diasporic effort to represent 
the Armenian genocide within the American context will eventually 
force alterations to the deeply problematic model of Holocaust 

memorialization that originally inspired it.81 
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